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access now. Even mainstream media channels like Fox
News and the BBC are now reporting about more jabbed
than unjabbed in hospitals. Besides Pfizer's own disclosure
of jab side effects and (over 4000) potential side effects,
based on their initial (alleged) studies, there are hundreds of
documented studies showing the dangers of these so-called
"vaccines" - 750-Studies-About-the-Dangers-of-the-COVID-
19-Injections.pdf
(https://t.me/c/1507521598/1212). There are thousands of
peer-reviewed papers showing jab side effects
(https://t.me/c/1507521598/1184) and millions of (anecdotal)
personal 
stories. In a recent poll conducted on a South African
telegram channel, 66% of the participants reported knowing
between 1 and 5 acquaintances (spouse, family members,
friends, colleagues, students, teachers, neighbors, etc.)  
 that died suddenly or developed an illness that they
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About a year ago, with the Grace of God, willing
selfless health practitioners, and technology - I was
able to convene the first of many Round Table, grand-
ward round style discussions via zoom. We had
doctors from all over the world participate in the
discussion where difficult "covid" cases were
discussed. There was a need for this type of
discussion as the only directive coming from health
departments the world over, and the WHO itself, was -
lockdown, wear masks, isolate and vaccinate. There
was a huge vital chunk missing and that was
treatment. It was obvious to many of us that the
p(l)andemic narrative was at stake and fear would be
quelled if there was an effective treatment against this
"novel" virus. Our subsequent discussions moved to  
"long covid" management and now, all groups, not just

IT IS WHAT IT IS 
by Dr Kat 

did not have before receiving any of the covid-19
injections. Only 10% reported that they did not know
anyone (yet) who has suffered as above. I say "yet"
because sadly, it's coming,
 or, it's already apparent. They are just in denial or
have not connected the dots - yet.
The silence is proving a difficult burden to bear and
more colleagues are speaking out about their
personal experiences. Even those that once vilified
other colleagues and branded them "irresponsible"
for offering their patients true and uncensored
information to make informed consent about not just
the jabs but about their treatment plans in general.
When your colleagues are dying suddenly, in large
numbers - there's no hiding from the truth.Those of
us that knew that something was awry from the get-
go, welcome newcomers to the "light". The burden
of guilt is a heavy burden. Pride and big egos are
common traits amongst doctors and scientists.
Bruised egos that come with admitting that you were
wrong can be healed. Nobody is perfect - we all
make mistakes. Admitting your mistakes is  not a
sign of weakness, it is a sign of maturity and it takes
great courage.
It is what it is - whether you call it VAIDS (Vaccine
Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome),
Spikopathy, Spike protein Illness, Vaccine Injury, or
Pfizer syndrome - novel diseases have emerged.
We need to work together to find solutions. Many
were coerced into taking the jabs and many more
still were ill-informed.
Granted, many of these are sequelae of the effects
of the lockdowns themselves. The global economic
volatility has put pressure on billions of
breadwinners and we all know that stress and
decreased immunity go hand in hand. This is
essentially what terrain theory describes. Injecting a
non-natural substance into the body changes the
terrain of the body. It is - what it is …

This is a summary of a short documentary about Bill
Gates. In 1988 the US dept of justice sued Bill Gates
for anti-trust violations, in engaging in anti-competitive
and exclusionary practices. The trial took 18 months.
To counter the negative publicity he set up the Bill
and Melinda Gates Foundation to transform his
image. Over a decade he invested 10 billion in
vaccinations, in an interview with the Wall Street
Journal he was quoted as saying that vaccines were
the best investment he had ever made, earning over
a 20-1 return. 
The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation is a top donor
to the WHO and CDC. In South Africa SAHPRA (The
South African Health Products Regulatory Authority)
is funded to a significant degree by the Bill & Melinda
Gates Foundation.  This could potentially raise
questions over where their loyalties lie, and whether
this would affect their judgement or honesty.No man
has more control to influence the health and medical
freedom of people worldwide. 

By Sula Changuion

 In 1986 Ronald Regan signed a document giving total
immunity to vaccine manufacturers, due to them being
sued for injuries and some were going bankrupt as a
result. Since then vaccine injury damage claims in the US
are paid by taxpayers.
In India an untested HPV vaccine was administered to
over 24000 girls without proper study and paperwork, in
many cases without parental consent. The people
administering the shots lied to the guardians of the girls
and told them they would never get cancer.Many were
severely injured and 7 died, their families received no
insurance and no assistance. The Gates Foundation
denied that they were clinical trials however the matter
was deemed serious enough that the Indian parliament
formed a task force to investigate and the resulting report
was scathing. 
In another instance in India a 2018 published scientific
study suggested that 491 000 recipients of the Gates oral
Polio vaccine developed paralysis. Media and ‘fact’-
checkers rushed to bury the story but the scientific 

this one are consumed with
discussions about jab
injury/Pfizer syndrome.  
I must admit that this is
proving to be a much larger
challenge. For one, the
medical fraternity is divided
like never before. Not just
because of the safety and
efficacy of the C-19
injections, but also whether
this virus (or any virus)
actually causes disease. The
debate about the germ
theory vs terrain theory is
gaining so much momentum
that the "show me the virus"
debate pales in comparison.
Nonetheless, it is what it is.
More people are dying since
the jab roll-outs started than   
during the "pandemic". The
information is much easier to

document compiled by Indian doctors and
researchers can be found on the NIH.gov website. 
The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation’s agenda is
to vaccinate the world, with a focus on Africa. A 1974
US policy document The Kissinger report, states that
the purpose of the foreign policy in Africa is to reduce
the population due to high value mineral resources.
There has been a long term effort by foreign powers
to control the population of Africa.

https://t.me/VukaSouthAfrica
https://vukasa.org.za/
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Is Bluetooth Dangerous? Bluetooth radiation is like the
less studied cousin of EMF. or Cell phone radiation.
Although many experts will tell you that Bluetooth is likely
safe, it isn't because there is research saying that it is
safe, but rather a lack of research showing that it is
unsafe. Let me walk you through how Bluetooth works,
and why it can, in fact, be quite dangerous.
What is Bluetooth?
Bluetooth is a wireless technology that allows for rapid
transmission of data over short distances, using pulses of
short-wavelength radio waves.
With the release of each new version, Bluetooth devices
are better able to take advantage of the speed and data
transfer technologies, and transmit data faster, farther,
and smarter.
Is Bluetooth Dangerous? – What We Know
The problem with this question is the unbelievable amount
of research bias when it comes to Bluetooth Radiation,
and even EMF radiation. Telecom companies and
Bluetooth device manufacturers are incredibly powerful
and have a vast amount of resources at their disposal to
counter any attempt to prove that radiation exposure from
Bluetooth devices is in fact dangerous.
It is true that most Bluetooth devices emit less radiation
that the government regulatory agencies "safe" standards
of SAR, or Specific Absorption Rate. However, the
amount of radiation exposure that these agencies
consider safe is FAR off from what science says is
actually safe for the human body.
One issue is that researchers tend to focus on the fact
that Bluetooth technology is non-thermal and non-ionizing
radiation, and point to that as a reason for it not being
harmful. However, science does show that non-ionizing
radiation is certainly harmful, and the fact that it is non-
thermal has no impact on EMF and microwave radiation
dangers.
The evidence that EMF radiation is dangerous and
harmful to the body and to our DNA is undeniable, the
struggle now is knowing which devices are most harmful
and how to judge just how harmful they are. In our
modern world avoiding electronics at home and at work is
a near impossibility for many (including myself), but there
are steps we can take to help protect ourselves.
When Apple released its new wireless headphones, the
AirPod's, people were understandably a bit critical of
putting such a powerful wireless device so close the brain.
According to Apple, the iPhone will communicate directly
with the right Earbud, which will then send it's own signal
directly to the left earbud, resulting in the radiation
carrying signal passing directly through the brain.
Now according to Apple and most other industry leaders
in the cell phone and electronics industry, all wireless
devices emit radio-frequency radiation, but that the level
of radiation falls within the acceptable limits set by the
Federal Communication Commission.
However, these limits set by the FCC have been widely
criticized as unsafe, biased, and largely the result of
lobbying by cell phone and electronics manufacturers. In
fact, a 2012 report by over 200 scientists called the 
 Bioinitiative Report, appealed to the World Health
Organization and the United Nations urging them to take
immediate action on this issue, concluding that EMF's are
dangerous, even at acceptable limit's set by industry
guidelines.

 FRIEND OR FOE

Cancer
Mood Disorders
Trouble Sleeping 

Wikipedia even mentions the ongoing controversy
between Telecom and technology industry-funded
science, and independent research on this topic.
"The question of harm to biological systems due to
low-power ionizing and non-ionizing radiation is not
settled. Controversy continues about possible non-
heating effects of low-power non-ionizing radiation,
such as non-heating microwave and radio wave
exposure." – Wikipedia
Bluetooth radiation from various devices like
headsets and cell phones is a type of microwave
radiation. This type of radiation has a very short
wavelength and transmits in pulses at incredibly high
speeds. This type of radiation is very efficient at
penetrating human tissue and negatively affecting
our cells and DNA.
An EMF and fertility study found that using a
Bluetooth headset with your cell phone in your
pocket can be one of the most detrimental things you
can do to your sperm quality and quantity, as the
amount of radiation given off by both the cellphone,
and the Bluetooth signal from the phone to the
headset is tremendously harmful.
This is especially harmful in this case because of the
incredibly close proximity (Obvious Tip: Don't keep 
 your cell phone in your pocket ever). This same
study also found that even a few hours of EMF
radiation from Bluetooth devices can cause
considerable DNA damage. 
Bluetooth Headphones also could increase the risk
of developing certain brain cancers.
The bottom line is that any device that emits EMF
radiation like Bluetooth does, even if it is at lower
rates, will still certainly have a negative effect on the
body, especially over long periods of time.
Consistent exposure to EMF radiation has been
scientifically shown to cause all sorts of issues like:

And a ton more…
When you use a Bluetooth Headset, you are
exposing your brain, your eyes, your ears, and many
other organs to EMF radiation. Even though
research shows that the Specific Absorption Rate
(how fast radiation is absorbed by the body) of
Bluetooth headsets is about .25 W/Kg, this is still
high enough to cause significant damage from
prolonged use.
Is Using a Bluetooth Headset Better Than Holding A
Cellphone To Your Ear?
First of all, Yes. In general, a Bluetooth headset will
emit far less radiation itself than your cell phone will.
So in an ideal situation, this would be a better
solution than just holding your cell phone to your
head. However, this gets a little bit more muddled
when you consider that your cell phone is likely still
nearby, probably in your pocket, and is still emitting
radiation.
Having your cell phone in your pocket, is extremely
harmful to your body, especially your organs.
So, if you are going to use a Bluetooth headset, try
to get some distance between you and your cell
phone. Put it on the dash of your car instead of in 

your pocket, put it on a shelf a little ways away at the
office. Most Bluetooth devices have a surprising
range, don't feel like you need to have the cell phone
on your person to get it to work.One thing that really
bothers me about the direction Bluetooth devices are
going, is the different reporting and regulatory
requirements. Cell phones have to report the SAR or
Specific Absorption Rate.This allows us, at least to
some extent, to compare the radiation levels of
various phones. However, Bluetooth devices do not
have to report the SAR, so we have no way, other
than the Class and Version of the device, to guess as
to it's comparable EMF radiation levels.
Even if we did have SAR levels for Bluetooth devices,
they are far from a consistently reliable way of
understanding the dangers of a device.
What Should I Do Instead of Using a Bluetooth
Headset?
First of all, most wired headsets are not much better
for you as they can act as a bit of an antenna for EMF
radiation and allow it to from your device to your brain
more quickly. On top of that, many headsets
themselves give off a form of EMF radiation and are
not safe for extended use.
In my experience, the safest thing you can do, when
the situation allows, is just use the speakerphone
function of your phone. This allows you to keep a
good distance from your device, and you're not
subjecting your brain or organs to close proximity
EMF radiation.
However, sometimes you need a set of headphones
or earbuds.
In my opinion, the safest alternative is Airtube
headphones or earbuds. Airtube headsets don't have
any wireless components that conduct the sound.
Instead, air tube headphones have a hollow tube that
conducts the noise through sound waves.
This allows you to keep a good distance between you
and any EMF radiation coming from your cell phone
or headphones. Airtube headphones have shown to
reduce EMF radiation by as much as 99%.
Conclusion: Is Bluetooth Dangerous?
Yes
The bottom line is, Bluetooth technology emits the
same type of radiation as your Microwave, it's just
usually not nearly as powerful. The difference is,
when you use Bluetooth, a lot of the time, you have it
right next to your body. When you're using a
Bluetooth headset, you're putting it as close to your
brain as you possibly can.
Individuals with EHS (Electromagnetic
Hypersensitivity) are especially sensitive to EMF
radiation and have a myriad of symptoms. Don't make
the mistake of thinking that just because you don't
feel the effects of EMF radiation from your cell phone
or Bluetooth device, that it isn't harming you!
If you're curious about how much EMF radiation is
being emitted from your Bluetooth devices, I would
highly recommend picking up an EMF meter.
I hope this article was helpful, and we, at Vuka SA,
would love to hear what you think of wireless
headphone technology and what kind of symptoms
you've personally experienced. Join us on our
telegram group @vukasa- and have your voice heard.
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More people started working from home in
the last two years. Rural Telkom fixed lines
stolen, and not getting replaced, force people
to work on their phones or laptops as
alternate communication methods, people in
cities are getting used to Zoom calls as
replacement for in-person meetings, up to
eight hours a day and longer, attending voice
calls, videoconferencing, attending e-mails.
Students attend streaming video virtual
classrooms as replacement for in-person
classes, this is continuing even after
campuses opened up. People always have a
smartphone with them, they even take it to
bed at night, putting it next to their head as
they go to sleep. 
You hear a lot of complaints about fatigue,
eye strain symptoms and muscle aches and
pains. Apart from increased lack of mobility,
non-blinking eyes, short distance focussing
and concentration on screens affecting eyes
physically, there is also increased exposure
to electric and magnetic fields (EMF) from
radio  frequency (RF) sources penetrating the
skin from the environment. Recent increase
of 5G rollout is adding to a continuous
barrage of EMF radiation filling your
surrounds with electro-smog. Research
indicates red blood cells are affected by
higher GHz RF, causing damage to structure
and cause clumping together. Increased
exposure to non-ionizing radiation from RF

by Pierre van Niekerk
REDUCE  
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INCREASE YOUR  
LEVELS NATURALLY  NAD

Improved energy, mental clarity,
and alertness, due to its positive
effects on cellular processes that
support cognitive function
Improved memory and help treat
Alzheimer's disease and dementia
Enhanced athletic performance
and muscle function
Better protection against certain
cardiovascular problems
Reduced symptoms associated
with chronic fatigue syndrome
Protection against vision loss and
signs of skin aging
Regulation of circadian rhythms
and appetite

For anti-aging supplements that help
slow the onset of disease, then look
no further than those that boost levels
of the coenzyme called NAD
(nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide).
They're used mostly for helping slow
down the negative effects of aging,
such as chronic disease development,
muscle loss, and fatigue. 
As we get older, our NAD levels
naturally decline, which is linked with
various health problems. Research
suggests that in our 20s, levels in our
brain tissue start to drop. By our 40s,
levels in our skin are on a decline.
What Is NAD? (Why Is It Important for
Health and Aging?)
NAD is a type of coenzyme found in
humans, animals, yeast, and basically
all living things. Coenzymes are
needed in the body to allow other
enzymes to work.
A basic definition of NAD is "a cofactor
found in all living cells." It's involved in
energy metabolism and several bodily
processes that allow life to be
possible.
Recently studies have linked the use
of a NAD supplement with benefits
such as:

How Your Body Uses It (and Why It
Declines with Age)
NAD is described as a "helping
molecule" because it binds to other
enzymes and causes reactions in the
body that have positive outcomes on
your health.
Other factors that make this coenzyme
so important for healthy aging include
its effects on sirtuin "anti-aging"
proteins, mitochondrial activity, and
involvement in regulating oxidative
stress (a cause of many chronic
diseases) and circadian rhythms (our
"internal clocks").
According to an article published in
Scientific America, "A prominent
theory of aging holds that decaying of
mitochondria is a key driver of aging."
As mitochondria lose some of their
power, this seems to contribute to
diseases and symptoms tied to aging,
including heart failure, cognitive
decline, and fatigue.
NAD Supplement Benefits 
Studies conducted over the past six
decades suggest that the following are
some of the many benefits associated 

Can Help Restore Mitochondrial
Function
Helps Repair Blood Vessels.
May Improve Muscle Function
Potentially Helps Repair Cells and
Damaged DNA
May Help Improve Cognitive
Function
May Help Prevent Age-Related
Weight Gain

Consume cow's milk, yeast, and
beer, which all contain small
amounts of NAD precursors.
Consume high-protein foods.
Consider trying the keto diet to
increase ketone levels, which may
increase NAD levels.
Exercise regularly.
Incorporate intermittent fasting into
your routine.
Avoid high alcohol intake.

NAD is a coenzyme found in cells
of all living beings.
NAD supplement treatments are
potential anti-aging compounds.
Here's how to increase levels
naturally: Consume cow's milk,
yeast, and beer (in moderation);
eat foods with protein and B
vitamins; fast; ex ercise regularly;
avoid high alcohol consumption.

 with taking a NAD supplement:

Types and Dosage
Recommendations:
The precursor nicotinamide riboside
(NR), also called niagen, is available in
tablet or capsule form. A typical
dosage of NR supplements is about
200 to 350 milligrams, taken once or
twice daily.
Doses of 100, 300, and 1,000
milligrams of NR daily have been
shown to have positive effects and
produce dose-dependent increases in
blood levels of NAD+.
Doctors will sometimes prescribe
higher doses of NAD therapy for
patients in the form of intramuscular
(IM) or intravenous (IV) NAD
injections. This type of treatment may
be used to manage symptoms of
Parkinson's disease, dementia, or
depression, for example.
Other Ways to Increase Levels
Humans get NAD+ from their diets,
specifically from eating protein-rich
foods (foods made up of amino acids).
Your diet can provide you with not only
amino 
 acids and vitamin B3 but also other
precursors of this coenzyme, including
tryptophan and nicotinamide
mononucleotide (or NMN).
Here's how to increase levels
naturally:

Precautions and Side Effects
NAD supplement options are generally
well-tolerated when used for durations
of about 12 to 24 weeks. Certain side
effects are still possible, however, and
may include nausea, fatigue,
headaches, diarrhoea, stomach
discomfort, and indigestion.
Summary

 sources is associated with physical and
emotional harm, and potential carcinogenic
effects. The EU parliament even asked 5G be
investigated further, prior to roll-out in Europe.
Symptoms of electromagnetic hypersensitivity
include fatigue, headache, tinnitus, eye
symptoms, dizziness, memory and
concentration loss, depression, emotional
mood swings and confusion.Reduce EMF
exposure. Get fibre installed. Do not get a 5G
WiFi router, it emits the highest EMF, connect
with physical cable to PC or laptop, or move as
far as practical away from the router. Reduce
power output on the router, factory settings
normally set at maximum for performance. Put
a timer to switch off and on at pre-set times,
some routers have this functionality built-in.
Shield area with an earthed(!) conductive
screen to create a “shadow” from the router, it
may reduce but will not eliminate the radiation.
Turn off the router at night, not always practical
as you may run cameras or other devices 24/7.
Avoid Bluetooth, this includes wireless
keyboard, mouse, earphones and speakers,
use wired versions instead. Ensure Bluetooth
option is switched off on your phone, or it will
keep sending out pairing requests to check for
connectivity. Put your cellphone away from you
by at least a metre. If you do speak on the
cellphone, use handsfree option, do not hold it
against your head.
Join a 5G free group. 

EMF EXPOSURE 
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My son was retrenched at the beginning
of Covid due to so called "company

restructuring".... It's now 2 years and no
luck finding anything else....

One good thing.... Although he's old
enough, he's not married so no

dependants and kids to worry about. He is
now trying out Real Estate, which is

something, but unfortunately not a solid,
secure, monthly income 😏....

My husband lost his job in August
2020 as a result of the company he

worked for having lost huge
contracts during the lockdown.  He

still hasn't been able to find full time
work and takes temporary contracts
as and when they become available

My brother - the first 3 months of Covid they had to stay athome with no pay.... Battled to get TERS money as well.They were then told to come back to the office, but theyhad to take a salary cut. It's now 2 years later and noincreases or any compensation. Each month is a battle toget their monthly salary. Most of the time they get halftheir pay between the 1st and the 5th and the other half oftheir salary between the 15th and the 20th of each month 

I lost my job in September 2020...

company downsizing.. had been with

them for just over 7 years... difficult to

get a job when you're over 60...

Daughter lost her job about 2 months

later... company closed down.

My sister and brother in law lost their business due to the
lockdowns and therefore they had no medical aid. They

landed up in a government hospital with bacterial
pneumonia. My sister was treated for covid pneumonia -

they put her on a ventilator, put a nappy on her and left her
to die. My brother in law only survived because the family

put money together and moved him to a private hospital. As
a result of the family believing that she died of covid, the
whole family (except myself and my youngest daughter),took the lethal injections.

...lost my business of 18 years in
recruitment due to covid nonsense &

lockdowns.  clients dried up as they tried
to save money and no one was recruiting.

               My brother could  

           not find work because of   

       covid and we were told it is our  

     fault because we do not want to 

     take jab so things could be  normal.

        He and his wife  and my dad only 

                      ones jabbed.

Yes, and because hubby would not
take the jab, he was without work
for 2.5 years.  Also we have been

evicted (although it was our idea to
move out end off the month but

getting bad reviews from agent..
court papers say mutual decission)
and now we cannot find a place to

stay
 

My husband lost both his
businesses as a result of the

scamdemic. I (a holistic
healthcare provider) had to

close my practice due to severe
symptoms I was experiencing. We
went from living a comfortable
life to hardly surviving. Every
single thing changed for us! I
went into an almost permanent
isolation to recover as we

don't have medical aid anymore
and no money for supplements
and medicines. We have lost so
much, yet I have never been
happier with life! I can only
trust that everything happens
for a reason. My heart goes out

to every person who lost a
loved one or an income . It's
been a rough couple of years
but we will stand up again!

Yes, small farmers are slowly pushed to extinction, for

example the big corporate farmers have problems exporting

their citrus crop to the EU. Now a much higher percentage

gets delivered to local fresh fruit markets. So much more that

local prices are now below subsistence price levels for small

farmers. One or two crop cycles, and they will cut down the

trees. When the big corporates are once more exporting, the

small farmers will not be around any more.

Hi Dr Kat, retired couple were asked to
close down their restaurant/coffee
shop in a prominent mall in Pretoria

last month.
Their income (vastly reduced by Covid

and alcohol ban) could not keep up
with shop rental - they have now lost

the initial millions put in to buy the
restaurant and get it going.

Prefer not to post on the group

I almost did.
Got Covid 3 times, pathology

tests + Had to isolate. This
exhausted my sick leave.
Employer did a ill health
investigation against me.

If I get sick again in 90 days
Im gone..

My son lost his job in 2020. Worked for a
import/export company. Still has no job.

Yes. I lost my job due to
vaccine mandates. I

wasn’t prepared to take
the forced jab. I was with

the company for ten
years. Thanks

3 family members at Sanlam nearly lost
their jobs

 

I was retrenched in March 2022 due to our

organisation loss of income because of the

pandemic. They pushed through 2020 and 2021 by

reducing salaries. But in 2022 they decided because

of finances and operational requirements I was let go

after 20 years. However I knew there was mention of

possible vaccination talks but the legal lawyer

executive member noted that the financial issues

was more pressing.

My wife was retrenched, May

2020 due to pandamic and loss of

bussiness. I had to take 20% salary

cut and recieved 3 month TERS

payment.

I was working 2 jobs before lock down. Because
of lockdown effects was retrenched from the

one last year August and the other one
retrenched me this year May. Luckily I started

new job on Monday

I lost my job because
of mandatory jab

after working for a
medical practice for

7 years

My son was fired, accused of
gross misconduct, this because
they denied his application for
religious exemption. (despite 

 agreeing he had a valid and  very
good presentation at his hearing,

and was a great asset to the
company ) They also withheld

his increase, 3 months before his
deadline for the jab. So grateful

he was offered a job almost
immediately after this occurred 

Its not just job losses and businesses
that went under that should be

counted. The purpose of the lock
downs was to create money for them.
How many people went into debt to

survive or try and save the
businesses and now sit with added
debt. If you do not pay that added

debt you loose your possessions and
they make more money

Hi Dr Kat. I have indeed
lost my job due to

mandatory vaccination
policy. I was employed by

standard bank - for 4
years. I have not been able

to find another job yet

Job and business.... and that was
after 10 years in court fighting to
save my previous company from
predatory corporates, bankers,
lawyers and liquidators after

exposing fraud and corruption in
the renewable energy industry...

 

...not quite the same perhaps, but I had just discoveredwhat I wanted to do with the rest of my life to earn aliving, and was literally in the process of ensuring I wouldand about to continue doing so when ZA and the rest ofthe world locked down for 2wks... and that was that and my husband's import business had to closeand my brother had to survive on major pay cuts and nopay some months too

Farmers, big and small feel the pinch, more than normal, the price

of diesel fuel, fertilizer, basically all input costs (shovels, picks,

wire, steel, fencing, mechanization- tractors, combine harvesters,

ploughs, implements etc), have gone up. The price of their produce

in most cases being same or pushed lower. Look at Maize and

Wheat, or Meat, as examples. The farmer's price is not equating

to what is seen in the retail store. The farmer is in reality getting

less and less for his product each year. These last two year was

just an acceleration of this tendency.

This might not be the right time and place, but I think Farmer's

Markets should come to every town and city, every week.

My husband lost his job for refusing the jab, he

had worked there for 17 years

Yes Dr Kat but
from my account

as financial
professional

perspective - a
number of clients

lost livelihoods
businesses and
homes and are

still trifling yet to
rebuild or even

struggling going
back to the job

market!  Sad sad
sad 😢

The stress, bullying, testing and
daily threats of going to loose
your job at Sanlam, forced my
husband to accept an offer in

another country.

It is creating 2 classes and not 3, the removal of the middle
class because that is where the most resistance are and will
be. The poor can't fight back, the rich are so brainwashed
and on their side or bought so that leaves the most likely

source of resistance, the middle class. Bankrupt them is their
solution, force them financially into submission

Business in two sectors. Both in the
construction and hospitality sectors.

We were busy erecting prefab schools,
us subcontractors providing labour,
before lockdown. It just so happens

that our projects just never preceeded.
And with the downturn in the

hospitality side all income came to a
halt. 

We have not thown the towel in but
struggling to meet obligations.

I was retrenched Aug 2020 at

age 59, apparently due to Covid

Yes, we lost our business
within two weeks. Could

not recover. Still
struggling.

 

 
Yes I have lost my job   
as I was unable to pay

for pcr testing

Lost my work
due to vaccine
“policy” and I

did not want to
comply

I was also fired April 2022
for not taking the jab

My friend had to close he's

catering business down. That

was he's only income. 

 Because of that had to sell

his house.
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Although neither me
nor my wife lost our
jobs, my wife had to
take a 40+% salary

cut. She works in the
car rental industry.

After more than two
years she didn't

receive any increase
as of yet and no

mention at all of salary
returning to pre covid

level.

             H
i Dr Kat. I have lost my job and so are 2 more of 

   my ex colleagues due to covid and company vax

Mandates.

We 3 worked for New Frontiers Tours, owned and fired by

Bidtravel, part of Bidvest. I do not have another job nor is

one other lady, but one found another job in tourism.

I have decided to work on my own              
        

 business. The other lady decided 

to study.

My sister had to give up her small
business. Cobra brass ware closed

down after 70 years. My son
finished his apprenticeship at

their factory during the
lockdown, thus newly qualified,
with no further experience. And

the jab certificate is now required
also.

Excellent question Dr Kat. Thousands of small business owners have lost there
businesses as a direct result of the plandemic. I myself have also lost my business

therefor my income (restaurant and pub) due to operational restrictions and unlawful,
unconstitutional regulations. After our brief chat on Zoom the other night you and your
team have re-inspired me to DO SOMETHING. What can one person do?  By myself,
probably not a lot, but by asking the question you've opened up the platform for people
to unite. My goal is to get 5000 affected BUSINESS OWNERS to join in a class action

lawsuit against the regime - the first of it's kind in history in RSA. My pledge is to get this
movement off the ground and force the powers that be to hear our voices - FREE OF
CHARGE ! There a thousands of people just like me that cannot afford to get lawyers

and advocates to fight our battles for us after being financially ruined by this plandemic,
but we do have a few legal representation avenues to follow. I know that legal clinics will

not entertain a one person lawsuit against Zuma and her cronies, but arriving at their
doorstep with 5000 affected citizens will force them to represent us. Constitutional court
and the Court of Appeals have already ruled in our favour so half the battle is already

won. The next step is to HOLD THEM ACCOUNTABLE and to seek COMPENSATION.
My channel is new and my website is not up and running yet, but it is a work in

progress. If there are any business owners that have lost their businessess as a direct
result of the plandemic I humbly request that you follow my channel @fightbackrsa .

Lets build a community of citizens who are ready to FIGHT BACK.
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